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By William Vandenberg

Caketrain Journal and Press, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Karina Eibatova
(illustrator). Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. The captivating
stories in Lake of Earth are meticulously crafted and full of sure-handed description. William
VanDenBerg writes so much story into so few lines that it s easy to get lost in these bright fictions. -
Michael Kimball, author of Big Ray * VanDenBerg s close calls drain the morbid from the mundane,
siphoning from even the puniest sideshow of anonymity a graphic identity. This is writing with
muscle memory, a seance of stark, and narrative so seamlessly soldered it maintains body
temperature bloodessly. - Kim Gek Lin Short, author of China Cowboy * There is another world
outside of this one, VanDenBerg tells us, and that s a pretty good description of Lake of Earth: full of
intense, stark prose, these seven stories portray a dream-like world of characters who struggle with
visions and hope. I think it s a terrific and daring book. - Brandon Hobson, author of Deep Ellum *
William VanDenBerg has created a sleepy version of suspense. People shift between consciousness
and un-, spaces appear and disappear, objects transubstantiate, and...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook could be well worth a study, and superior to other. It really is basic but unexpected situations inside the 50 % of your ebook. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Prof. Buford Ziemann-- Prof. Buford Ziemann

This publication is very gripping and exciting. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am very happy to inform you that here is
the finest pdf i actually have read inside my very own daily life and could be he greatest publication for actually.
-- Dayana Aufderhar-- Dayana Aufderhar
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